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A house by the sea. The curtains are pulled shut, the windows covered with 
black.
Inside, a man is hiding with his dog. He is writing a screenplay.

Suddenly, a mysterious young woman appears. She refuses to leave, much to 
the writer’s annoyance.

But at daybreak, another arrival will flip everyone’s perspective.



I wrote the screenplay while undergoing a depression that led me to explore 
an irrational world far from logical conventions.  However, because I suddenly 
had recovered during the shoot, I had to try very hard to not let reason take 
over what my melancholic state had helped me to achieve.

Melancholy haunts this story, where each character reflects another and 
the line between fiction and reality is blurred.

CLOSED CURTAIN uses shifting genres and stories within stories  to highlight 
why filmmaking is a necessity in a filmmaker’s life: it is the imperative need 
to show the reality of the world we live in.         

Jafar Panahi

Difficult times! It’s no longer enough for them to scrutinize our work. They 
scrutinize us to prevent us from getting any work done. Our inactivity 
makes them feel safer. But it is not a reason for us to stop working.  On the 
contrary, it motivates us to work harder, and in any condition. 

When my filmmaker friend, whose life was being destroyed by a 20-year ban 
on work, decided to make a movie secretly and with a minimum of means, I 
decided to help him, as I believe that in these difficult times, one must stand 
by his side.

Kambozyia Partovi



About CLOSED CURTAIN
Behind the closed curtains of an isolated villa by the sea, three characters give flesh to a cruel dilemma: how to 
live life when it becomes unbearable…
 
With CLOSED CURTAIN, Jafar Panahi and co-director Kamboziya Partovi once again meld reality and imagination, 
fiction and documentary, blurring the conventional lines of cinema. He here manages to transmogrify a single 
space in which everyday, real people come together with fantasy, fictional characters.

The screenplay shifts from comedy to theatre of the absurd, from everyday banality to metaphor, in a villa in 
which the filmmaker, also a character in his own work, is haunted by figures that may be nothing more than the 
various facets of his own personality.

 
Characters appear and disappear with unsettling ease in a “ghost movie” in which apparitions occur with everyday 
obviousness and naturalness. It is in such apparent simplicity that the film gradually reveals its subject: the will 
to live or die of an artist hindered in his work. 
 
Although the film never leaves the interior of the villa, the outside world does enter and makes itself heard in 
many ways. Iranian society is present, off-screen, menacing and obscure: TV news, voices and police whistles 
in the night, a deactivated cell phone, a workman hesitant about compromising himself with the film maker … 
concrete signals that express the impossibility of rejecting the outside world.  
 
Jafar Panahi and Kamboziya Partovi touch – often with playful fluidity - on the ambiguity of mirrors and split 
personalities, on the ability of filmed images to encroach on reality and rearrange it as fiction. The filmed images 
move back and forth in an almost infinite play of mirrors and their reflections.



Jafar Panahi’s Biography
Born in 1960, Mianeh, Iran. Director, author and producer, Jafar Panahi is one of the most influential filmmakers in Iran.

After several short films and documentaries, he directed his first feature in 1995, THE WHITE BALLOON (Badkonake Sefid), which won the 
Camera d’Or in Cannes. In 1997 he won the Golden Leopard in Locarno for THE MIRROR (Ayneh) and in 2000 the Golden Lion in Venice for 
THE CIRCLE (Dayereh). CRIMSON GOLD (Talayeh Sorkh) won the Un Certain Regard Jury Prize in the 2003 Cannes Film Festival. OFFSIDE 
won the Silver Bear for Best Director at the Berlinale in 2006. THIS IS NOT A FILM (In film nist) was selected in Cannes Official Selection 
in 2010 Special Screenings.

Thus far, he has received over 80 international awards, including Chicago’s Golden Hugo, Istanbul’s Golden Tulip, Valladolid Golden Spike, 
Cannes’s Carrosse d’or, Bosnia’s Golden Heart, etc.

His realistic vision of the Iranian society has caused his films to be banned from the screen in Iran. In fact, only one of them, THE WHITE 
BALLOON has been granted a screening license there.

Panahi has been arrested twice, the second time for 86 days,  after which the Iranian government released him on bail, bowing to the pressure 
of international film festivals, artists, well-known filmmakers, as well as his own hunger strike. According to the court’s final judgment, Panahi 
was given a 20-year ban on filmmaking, scriptwriting, travel outside of the country and interviews. Should he violate the ban, he will incur a 
6-year prison sentence. This is why CLOSED CURTAIN was made secretly and without authorization.

Panahi has won a number of human-rights prizes, such as the Sakharov prize for freedom of thought, and the medal of art for freedom.

Filmography
2013 CLOSED CURTAIN (Pardé)
2011 THIS IS NOT A FILM (In film nist) 
2006 OFFSIDE 
2003 CRIMSON GOLD (Talaye Sorkh) 
2000 THE CIRCLE (Dayereh) 
1997 THE MIRROR (Ayneh) 
1995 THE WHITE BALLOON (Badkonake Sefid) 



Kamboziya Partovi’s Biography
Kamboziya Partovi was born in 1956 in northern Iran. He graduated from the faculty of Dramatic Art of Tehran University. He started his 
cinema career as scriptwriter. Partovi made his first feature, Mahi (The Fish) in 1989, selected in Berlinale Generation 14Plus and won 
the Best Film Award of this section, as well as many other prizes from national and international film festivals. Thus far, he has made 7 
feature films.
Partovi’s latest movie, Café Transit (2005), was nominated for the Oscars in 2007 to represent Iranian cinema in the competition for the 
best foreign language films. 
He has also written screenplays for other directors, including Atiq Rahimi, Dariush Mehrjoui, Massoud Kimiai, Majid Majidi, Niki Karimi. He 
already worked with Jafar Panahi on the script of The Circle. Partovi has trained and supported many Iranian artists and filmmakers.

Filmography - As Director

2013 CLOSED CURTAIN (Pardé)
2005  CAFÉ TRANSIT
1997   NANEH LALA VA BACHEHARESH
1994   THE LEGEND OF TWO SISTERS (Afsaneh do khahar)
1992   BAZI-E BOZORGAN
1991  THE FISH (Mahi) 
1990  THE SINGER CAT (Gorbe-ye avaze-khan)
1988  GOLNAR

Maryam Moghadam
In the world of silence, breaking it and pushing the curtain aside, 
even for a short glance, is always worth the trouble. Jafar Panahi 
called me from location and with just a short explanation asked me 
if I wanted to be involved in his project. It took me only a moment to 
make my decision. Being in a film by Jafar Panahi means not only 
being in a valuable piece of work but also being part of portraying 
and recording this ‘silence’. - Maryam Moghadam

Filmography
2013 CLOSED CURTAIN, by Jafar Panahi (Iran)
2010  CHALSIO, by Behtash Sanaeiha (Iran)
2009  UTPRESSNINGEN, by Caroline Cowan (Sweden)
2004  CONFRONTATION (Movajehe), by Said Ebrahimifar (Iran)
2003  THE SILENCE BETWEEN TWO THOUGHTS, by Babak Payami (Iran)
2000 THE LEGEND OF LOVE (Tcherike-ye Hooram) by Farhad Mehranfar  (Iran)
1997  CINEMA IS CINEMA, by Dorri (Iran)
1992  ZERO HEIGHTS (Bolandi-Ha-Ye Sefr), by Hosseinali Laialestani (Iran)



CAST
WRITER     Kamboziya Partovi 
THE GIRL(Melika) Maryam Moghadam 
JAFAR PANAHI  Jafar Panahi
GIRL’S BROTHER  Hadi Saeedi 
GIRL’S SISTER  Azadeh Torabi 
AGHA OLIA   Abolghasem Sobhani 
YOUNGER BROTHER Mahyar Jafaripour 
WORKER    Ramin Akhariani  
WORKER   Sina Mashyekhi 
WORKER   Siamak Abedinpour  
ZEYNAB KANOUM  Zeynab Kanoum 
and BOY (the dog) BOY

CREW
Director    Jafar Panahi
     Kamboziya Partovi
Photography   Mohamad Reza Jahanpanah
Edit     Jafar Panahi
Sound & Special Effect Javad Emami
Screenwriter   Jafar Panahi
Executive Manager  Hadi Saeedi
Camera Assistant  Hadi Manouchehr panah
Technical Support  Pooya Abbasian
Color Correction   Hamid Fatourechian
Producer     Jafar Panahi
Production Company  Jafar Panahi Film Productions




